
 

Dear Parents and Carers 

Welcome to the start of the Summer term in Year 4. I hope you have all had a lovely Easter, the children seem 

to have enjoyed their time at home and have returned to school ready for the Summer term. This week, we 

have very much enjoyed completing our Steven Brown Rainforest Art project to conclude our rainforest based 

Learning Challenge topic. It has been a great way to start the term! 

In English this half term we will be writing narrative based on a version of a well-

known story. After reading and getting to know this fiction text, we will working on 

creating mood and tension as well as practising apostrophe use, spelling, using a 

range of conjunctions as well as varying sentence structure. Reciprocal Reading 

lessons will continue on Fridays where we will work as a class to comprehend, 

question and clarify challenging reading texts.  

In Maths we will be working on a unit on decimals, which 

revisits place value and links to fractions. We will also be 

spending time checking we are confident with use of all written methods for calculation 

which have been taught so far, column addition, column subtraction and short 

multiplication. We will go on to apply these in worded problems too. Ensuring that we 

have all mastered the times tables which have been set as Learn by Hearts so far will 

also be a key focus for us. It is likely that we will still participate in the National Multiplication Check which is 

taking place later on this term, details to follow. Any games or practise you could do at home to support your 

child in learning the 6x 9x 11x and 7x tables would be very helpful to your child.    

This half term we will move onto our new Learning Challenge topic: ‘What are the 

secrets of the pyramids?’ Here we will study timelines, geography and significant 

people related to life in Ancient Egypt. This exciting and incredibly interesting 

subject will have us looking at life in this era, as well as learning about the gods, as 

well as the very interesting, if gory, rituals around death and the afterlife. 

In Science we will be completing our unit around living things entitled ‘Which living things thrive in our 

locality?’, after the work completed during remote learning around branching databases, we will be thinking 

about living things, their habitats and how environments can change over time.  

In RE we will working on the learning question ‘What do Christians learn from the Creation 

story’. Here we will look at the creation story and that of Adam and Eve; we will discuss the 

concept of ‘The Fall’ and how that affects Christian beliefs and behaviours. 

Just a note in terms of homework:  

It is really important that children are reading regularly at home. If you know your child lacks confidence (or 

even if they don’t it!) they very much benefit from, and enjoy, sharing a book with an adult at home. Children 

are expected to read at least 3 or 4 times per week at home either with an adult or independently. They 

should practise Spellings and Learn by Hearts weekly and complete one maths task (set pages from CGP 

homework book) weekly. Our dates are: 

 Spellings are tested on Tuesdays 

 Learn By Heart practice and assessment is on Wednesdays 

 Maths CGP work is due in on Tuesdays  

 PE takes place on Mondays and Thursdays 

Please do not hesitate to contact me if there is anything you wish to discuss. I would suggest at this time that 

you email the office, who will pass messages on to me.  

Mrs Dewhirst 


